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Faith of family

Families come in all shapes and sizes and we know sometimes, you need a little help. Get all the tips and advice you'll ever need or want to know right here about starting, raising and nurturing your clan. M.I.N.M: Sunday Night MeetingWho: Craig Forman, co-founder and CEO, myprimetime.comEmail:
cforman@myprimetime.comPlayers: My Family - My Wife, Cecile; our seven-year-old son, Elliot; me too. Frequency: Every Sunday, no mistake, at 6:30 p.m. Why I never miss it: This 'encounter' brings us together and gives us motivation to attack the week. It's an anchor for all three. The biggest problem with living in a
24-hour economy is that it leaves so little time for, well, life. By the time you have fulfilled your obligations to your clients, colleagues and investors, there are not many hours left in the day for your family. That's why Craig Forman, 38, ceo of myprimetime.com, a website that helps baby boomers make better use of their
time, schedules a weekly meeting with his wife and young son. He wants to make sure his family's priorities don't get lost in the madness of Silicon Valley startup culture. Every Sunday at 6:30 p.m., the Forman family sits around the kitchen table at their home, in San Francisco's Haight-Ashbury neighborhood, to discuss
details of the coming week. My week has neither beginning nor end, says Forman. I live a startup life: I travel a lot, and I carry a bunch of cell phones plus an internet pager. This family meeting allows us to gather and update each other on what's on tap for the week ahead. Time to run theQuality principle. We don't have
as much time together as we'd like, so we make the time we have meaningful and productive. We start each meeting by digging into the issues we face that week. We're a bilingual family, and Elliot always went to a French-speaking school. When we moved all over the country and Elliot had to change schools, we
wanted to make sure his French was up to snuff. Whether we should get him a teacher or not was a question we asked at one of our meetings. Best practiceIt's a family business. Our family meetings are like my company's project update sessions. They're really important. Nothing — neither friends, phone calls nor TV
— interrupts them. Talking Stick We take turns telling each other what's on our schedule for the coming week and what he's nagging us about. The meeting also provides an opportunity to teach Elliot about what I'm doing - which is important, since I spend so much time doing it. For example, when myprimetime.com was
closing one of his investment rounds, I explained to Elliot during our meeting that money was being put into our account, but that since it was the weekend, we wouldn't see him until Monday. I used that time to teach my son how cash flow works. We have great conversations postgame, but the real point of these
meetings is to influence how we spend our time. For example, Elliot likes skating in. My wife and he realized how important this was to him when, at one of our family meetings, he just blurted out, 'Why don't you finally learn how to do it?' So that's exactly what we did. He likes to call himself a peasant who's just having
fun. But don't be fooled by that ZZ Top beard, well-old smile and head-to-toe camouflage. Because behind that façade lies an extremely intelligent businessman. Willie Robertson is ceo of Duck Commander, a company that produces premium duck calls, and star of Duck Dynasty, one of america's highest rated series.
Willie talked to Dave about his family's multimillion-dollar company, their hit TV show on the A&amp;E network and business in general. It proved to be one of Dave's most popular interviews on the Dave Ramsey show. At first, the prospect of the Robertsons becoming super successful seemed slim. But the clan from
West Monroe Bay, LA, had two secret weapons: none of them afraid of hard work. What about giving up? Not in their vocabulary. Does your business have real insurance? Connect with a local professional to learn more. Duck Commander was the brainchild of Willie's father, Phil, who realized he could invoke himself
better than a duck than you can find in any store. Despite the dismal sales of his first year and barely being able to feed his family, he never once thought to give up. His children, including Willie and brothers Alan, Jase and Jep, worked alongside him. My dad would always say, 'Guys, we're going to sell a million dollars
worth of these duck calls one day,' Willie says. At the time we really didn't have any option so it sounded like a great idea to us. We were employees and we booed them right out of our two-bedroom house right there on the river. Slowly, business began to progress. Calls from the duck led to hunting videos, followed by a
show on the Outer Channel. We got some pretty good local forces followed by hunters, duck hunters and people who are being ridded by waterfowl all over the country, willie says. We started making T-shirts and hats and kept growing. About ten years ago, Willie took over as CEO. It was the perfect choice, says his dad,
since Willie was the only one with a business degree and was also a natural salesman. As a young man, Willie took off about $300 a week selling candy at school - a profitable business until the principal shut it down. New Generation Willie is credited with dealing business to the next level. Today, Duck Commander is a
multimillion-dollar company with a wide range of products in large retail stores across the country. It remains a family business, with 80% of its team made up of relatives. Duck Dynasty just added to its success. Business is booming, so we put it in the store. What I didn't factor in was that regular old cats would buy duck
calls, Willie says with a laugh. Boy, I was wrong. Despite the mega success, Willie says the family continues to stick to its roots and remains humble. Their secret weapon? The (song) Table – a place where almost every episode of the Duck Dynasty ends with a huge family dinner and prayer. Faith, common sense,
wisdom and values are all things passed down at that table, willie says. It's lost art and it doesn't have to be. Willie's wife, Korie, agrees. I think that's the most important thing on the show, she told CBN.com. Because at the end of the day, it's all about sitting around and thanking God for our blessings, and if we can't do
that, then what do we really have? This article originally appeared EntreLeadership.com, your place to learn from reliable American small business votes. Get the tools you need to grow yourself, your team and your business in EntreLeadership.com. Style: Linda Pope; Photographer: Ken Gutmaker SEE MORE PHOTOS
San Franciscans Tom and Tamara Mack love old houses. They especially like those who need work. So their goal when the house hunt five years ago was to find a fixer-upper they could make our own, tamara says, and they don't have to live with someone else's remodel. When the couple found a house on a California
prairie from 1914, that's exactly what they got. The kitchen especially needed help. Renovations from the 1950s left it with an inefficient floor plan that directed traffic at the back door through the staging area, and next to the refrigerator was a washer and dryer. Barbie-pink appliances, limited counter-protest and peeling
vinyl floors (which the couple's three young sons couldn't resist picking up) were other distractions. After making some quick cosmetic repairs, the couple lived with the kitchen for several years while they came up with what was best to change. They then invited a good friend and tineke triggs to help turn the space into a
family-friendly room with a place for every thing and every activity. The new L-shaped layout has a sink, range and refrigerator along one wall with double ovens in the neighborhood. A generous island with a small sink and microwave divide prep and traffic areas. BEFORE the shredded floor plan, courtesy of the
peninsula, directed traffic through the work zone. Worse, the washer and dryer occupied valuable storage space and a counter. AFTER the new L-shaped plan put the sink, range and refrigerator on one wall with enough space over the counter. Moving laundry into the mud made room for the banquet. Gutted the kitchen
but kept the original imprint until the creation of an L-shaped floor plan put in a new island, custom cabinets, marble worktops, wooden floors and antique crystal pendant lights Installed new stainless steel appliances, and replaced the electric hob with gas range moved back door to create built-in space to eat; added new
windows and reconfigured their location turned the old storage room into muddy mud; Closed the passage to the Skuša dining room they always knew they wanted white lockers. The custom models are topped with Carrara marble selected for their subtle look and colour - and, says Tamara, is cheaper than granite.
Granite. built-in include a lazy Susan, a spice drawer, a knife drawer and a pull-out ballroom. Other drawers have assigned uses, from baking utensils and paper products to baby bottles and juice cups for boys to reach. To get a spacious dining area, Triggs moved the back door and carved out a banquet and table area
against the corner wall. It also allowed her to turn the old storage space into muddy mud. In clinging to the age of the home, the Macks wanted to keep the kitchen separate from the formal dining room, so they closed the passageway that was added in the '50s. When we have guests, adults can have the dining room to
themselves and all children can gather at the banquet, tamara says. One positive thing Tamara learned living with the old schedule was how much she likes having a washer/dryer in the kitchen. So, in addition to the storage room for coats and boots, in the new mudslide there is a washer and dryer. I'm in the kitchen
most days, she says, so now, while the boys are playing at the table, I can do laundry and fold clothes on the island. Our kitchen is our new family room. Click here to see the slideshow. This content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users order their e-mail addresses. You may
be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io piano.io
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